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De Novo Caelo et Nova Terra

Being Some Selected Writings In Memoriam Frances

Preface
This work contains some of my, often brief, personal writings and missives from
the past nine years; writings and missives which some others have described as
mystical - or, as I might discrybe it, the scribblings of someone for whom
individual empathy (in the personal immediacy of the moment) is now an
apprehension of a truth beyond causal abstractions but who was so enamoured
for so long by such abstractions that it took him nine years, and the tragic
suicide of a loved one in 2006 CE, to finally free himself from them.
Some of the writings and missives included here are graveolent of the sorrowful
self-learning that I seem to have acquired following that tragic death, and a
learning betaking me far from the arrogance, the hubris, of my previous thirty,
and more, years of political and religious involvements. A learning and
acknowledgement, thus, of my mistakes, and of many other things.
So it is that I gently sense that the new Earth - the new home - we human beings
do so seem to need might have its genesis in that new heaven, that new
paradise, we find after we have ventured inward, via pathei-mathos or by
choice, and finally through such an interior searching discovered who we are:
one fragile fallible microcosmic nexion; only one mortal presencing of Life on
one obscure planet around one star in one small Galaxy among so many billions
of such systems of stars; but one aorist ensample of the Cosmos living and
changing as the Cosmos lives and changes, and one ensample connected in an
affective way to all others, everywhere.
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A discovery thus of The Cosmic Perspective, sans some deity, supreme, suprapersonal, creator, or otherwise; sans some belief, some faith, in some personal
after-life manufactured by or promised by some supreme-creator being. And
even sans a personal, individual, striving for some-thing, such as nirvana.
A discovery, instead, of The Numen, of Life, as I in my admitted fallibility, and in
the past few years, have intimated it may be: no striving; no goal. Just a simple
numinous life, lived moment to moment, grounded in empathy and thus in living
honourably.

David Myatt
October 2011 CE

One Hot Sunny Day, Almost Mid-July

A beautiful, hot, sunny day and only a few wisps of high white cirrus cloud lie
below the blue dome of sky. There is no more work, today, now, and I have spent
about an hour lazy - my flask of cider empty - lying in the shade of an Oak in this
field of freshly cut hay, no breeze to even rustle the leaves above me; no roads except two miles distant - and no people to assail me with their sounds, their
feelings: to en-press upon me the patterns, the ways, the life, the harm, of that
other un-wise world.
Thus, here, I am calm, able to be the belonging which I, we, are, should be, and
thus it is that I, smiling, walk the short distance to where there is a small pond,
down in a hollow by a hedge and shaded only in one part of one corner by one
small Hawthorn bush. Behind the larger, blue, Dragonfly, the Ruddy Darter
clings to a small half-submerged blade of grass. But the blue has the better
perch - a tall Bull-rush, one among a group of three two-thirds towards the
centre of this pond, and every few minutes, the blue flies up, to briefly circle a
part of the water before returning to its bull-rush rest. Damsel-flies - a
scintillating light-blue - circle, land, join together, land, around this water's
edge.
There is a reason for the blue's wait. A smaller, darker, female arrives and with a
loud buzzing of wings, they join to tumble, spin, fly until they break when she
hovers toward one edge of the pond, dipping her lower abdomen into the water,
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again, again, again, there near where stems of grass rise, curved, up toward the
Sun, breaking the surface tension of the water. The male blue circles, briefly
hovers - as if watching, waiting - and she is gone, back into cover of bush, tree,
long grass. He returns then to his perch, but only for a while. He, too is soon
gone - where I cannot see - and it is not long before the female returns to perch,
almost exactly - perhaps exactly - where he perched.
The Ruddy Darter has flown away, somewhere, and I wait, wait, wait until my
legs become numb from the sitting-stillness and sweat falls down, many times,
from my forehead to my face. For this July Sun is hot. Now, the she-blue circles,
alighting from time to time on water-edge grass, before returning to her perch.
On the pond, a black whirly-gig beetle sails over the greeny surface - while,
beneath, near where I sit, perched, watching, a myriad of small grey-things,
with two front legs like paddles, dart, here, there, following, tussling with each
other among some fallen dead twigs. Something, jet-black, oval and small - a
beetle perhaps - briefly breaks the surface before swimming back down into the
murky depths of the middle as a Water-boatman glides by atop the surface.

Ruddy Darter

I wait, but still do not see the rare Ruddy Darter. It must have gone while I
waited, distracted by the blue. The myriad small grey-things - twenty, thirty,
more - have become ten as the Earth turned to move the Sun across my sky.
Then only a few remain where I can see them.
There is a slight breeze, now, to break this silence brought by the few calling
birds, so hot is the heat of this Sun. And it is the Sun - and thirst, hunger,
numbness of limbs - which makes me to rise, pond-ripple slowly, to turn to walk
with reluctance back toward that other world.
Having harmed nothing - except two stalks of grass, chewed - I sigh. There are
no humans harming things, here: but for how much longer?
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July 2003 CE

A Walk In Snow

This is new - at least for me in my few years here, in this rural place. Several
inches of snow; the pond of my repose frozen and covered in a speckling of the
fresh-fallen snow of last night which followed many hours of snow in the middle
and late afternoon; the glorious blue sky with a morning, warming, Sun which
little by little begins the thaw.
The snow of yesterdays' cold hours enables me to wander and see in great detail
the tracks of Fox, Deer, Badger, Hare and Rabbit. So much snow that even the
branch of Oak which forms my pond-side seat had to cleared before I sat with a
cold breeze raining down droplets of freshly melted snow upon me, this
notebook, the white-hidden grass around. Yet the birds - Blackbird, Thrush,
Robin - still sing, even though I think they must be hungry. But the Sun, surely,
warms them, as it does me, bringing to me at least that relaxing peace I have
often found here amid these fields of rural England.
So, Spring becomes poised, for a while, while this cold wind and whiteness lasts.
And I - I myself am poised now between a now lost love and what I in my lowly
human form desire and hope will be the promise of my future to bring again the
warmth, the joy, of one more human love. She, my recent love, is gone and I try
not to dwell upon her loss, upon the loneliness, for there is here that beauty
which assuages, and that knowing, that learning which I have known and learnt
these past years here, toiling as I did outdoors in cold, warm, heat, wind, cloud,
Sun, snow, and rain. Thus am I but one connexion, one perspective, among the
threads, the nexions, of life. But there is temptation, great temptation born from
such loss: the temptation of deeds, the whisperings of those many words of the
past prompting involvement in that world beyond this world where I sit, at
peace under this life-giving god-like Sun. I need to resist; I must resist,
remembering - what? Only those deeds done; only the suffering, the pain
caused, bringing as such causal things did over decades that understanding,
that feeling, presenced in empathy and made manifest in compassion, reason
and honour. I need to resist - why? Because otherwise I know deep within the
waste that such a return would bring. A waste of those lost lives; a waste of the
suffering, the creations, the joy, the passion, the deaths, of others and myself,
thousand year upon thousand year; a waste of the quest which has brought me
thus far, from street to field, from battle-song to plainchant to rural silence,
conveyed as I have been into and beyond the light and the dark.
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Now, a species of causal time and thinking later, the Sun is so warm my feet
begin to sweat within these green, old, well-worn Wellington boots as I still sit
here on this fallen branch while more and more droplets of melting snow fall
upon me from above. There is thus - and for the moment - a renewed
apprehension of the truths evident in the unity of life. And so I smile, warm,
peaceful, while the wisdom and knowledge last.

February 2004 CE

Two days past Ash Wednesday:
Because I do hope to know again...

Preco preheminencie

These are the tears that I have cried, that I should have cried - tears which
unbidden fall as I listen to Preco preheminencie by Dunstable; and tears which
express my longing for that beauty, that love, that ineffable goodness which
sometimes someone somewhere has presenced on this grieving Earth.
This is what I am - these tears, born of both suffering and joy, and bearing as
they do in memories of light and dark the life which was, is, mine. This is what I
am - that quiet look of love; that desire to transcend beyond the moment to
where exists a purity of being.
Why has the learning not been learnt? Am I with my life an analogy, an answer?
Seeking, questing, plunging often without any thought, reason or plan, into life,
knowing thus that exhilaration of existence as when one early Winter's morning
I fastly cycled on roads of snow newly iced by a night of bright moon to give to
she whom I then loved just one letter of love - one hour, one moment of
existence, of perfect bliss, of perfect union of body, thought, spirit, soul, as when
I stubborn beyond myself grimly bore my complaining body on through the stark
deathly heat of the desert to reach just one more goal in two weeks of tortured
goals whose ending left me briefly suspended between life and death, my being
then transcending out as if I had become the desert, the Sun, the water that
saved me, the people who in their simple act of kindness took me in and brought
me even then to an insight of understanding of their culture, their Prophet, their
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God.
Seeking, questing, as when I gently cared for a patient, dying, and listened as he
told of how he had endured years in those Trenches of stalemate war. There, in
a bedside drawer were his medals, brought by his wife - and that last night I
stood watching, unseen, as she briefly took them out as he rasped, to breathe
his last breath of life.
Seeking, questing - as when I sat on the edge of the bed of she whom I loved
who loved me, and held her as she drifted into that last and never-ending sleep.
Seeking, questing... forgetting as when, less than a year later I was travelling,
writing, speaking words of chaos and of hate, as if hoping such words might
change what-was for what I hoped might-be, forgetting, forgetting the pain, the
anger, the suffering, even the deaths, caused. Had she, my love, died in my arms
in vain? Seeking, questing, as when years later I, grieving, sorrowed as my then
wife became troubled, ill, and I knew my blame; forgetting - as when, less than
six months later, in a land of hot Sun I was again preaching death, destruction,
as if it might again change what-was to what I in arrogance believed should-be...

So much known, seen, felt - so many tears, insights along the Way, and so many
times when those tears, insights, were lost. It was as if I had to start all over
again, and re-learn what life, myself, in-between, had forced me to forget. As if
my questing life each year had to shed its slowly learnt wisdom to vigourously
grow, up, upwards to where the pain of remembering merged with the joy of
passion; upward, ever upward beyond and between the light and the dark. And I
am, was, like them - those who for thousands of years acted to strive to change
what-was to what they believed should-be, who experienced, who learned, who
forgot and who so acted again. I - the deed; the redemption and the blame. I,
they, we - in our tears, our understanding a beginning of what we should and
can be.
Seeking, questing, forgetting until I finally distilled the essence - which is of
empathy and honour.
Yesterday - as I myself was held, touched, kissed by a woman - I was blessed
through her, with her, by her, with another intimation of the divine, another
presencing of the numinous, and all I can do to force myself to remember is
create these words, only these words, born by tears; born of divine music,
presencing: such a poor recompense for five thousand years of suffering,
seeking, questing, forgetting, pain, and toil.
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December 2003 CE

Frances

Debitum Naturae
29th May 2006 CE

θάνατος δὲ τότ᾽ ἔσσεται, ὁκκότε κεν δὴ
Μοῖραι ἐπικλώσωσ…..

The Scent of Meadow Grass

Four days on from Fran's death, and I am in one of the ancient meadows on the
Farm - soon, the haymaking will begin, again, but for now I can smell that
special smell - the scent - of meadow grass growing in hot June Sun.
The varied grasses are at least knee high; often higher - and I startle a Deer,
hiding, as I walk through the grass: up it leaps to bound and leap away to
escape through a hole in the far hedge where the Oak, now full in leaf, rises so
tall above me, only a faint breeze to disturb its leaves. Over the field, a Buzzard
circles, occasionally calling while small Cumulus clouds drift under the blue sky
of another English Summer. Around, over, the pond where I sit, Damsel flies,
and two dark blue large Dragonflies, skitting, dancing, mating, landing - for the
flow of life goes on.
Why such warm almost cloudless weather? It is not as if I wish my sadness, my
grief, my guilt to be lifted and taken from me - but, still, a certain beauty
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touches me, bringing a few moments of peace. Shall I strive to push these aside,
and remember, again, as yesterday when I walked through nettles, letting them
sting my bare hands and arms? Now, a stripped yellow Dragonfly ventures forth
over the pond - to be attacked, driven away by the Blue as two Blackbirds, tree
dwelling and five hedge-Oaks apart, sing their varied, long-lasting songs, for the
flow of living goes on.
So many Damsel flies, now, I have lost count, and, then, a Ruddy Darter lands on
a leaf, feet from my feet. For minutes, it is still, as, around me, Bumblebees and
fastly-moving, loud, flies pass by in their seemingly random way. On a nearby
fallen branch - some small, glossy, black, winged insect scoops out dead wood
with its legs, having made a perfectly round, small, hole above the sunken leaf
litter where black Beetles scutter, to dive down to what is their deep. Then, a
Bumblebee drops, stumbly, briefly, down to the very edge, as if to drink, for the
flow of life goes on.
Is there meaning, for me, here? It would seem so in these brief moments - and
yet, and yet there is no Fran to return to, no Fran sitting here, sharing such
moments. But is she, in some indefinable numinous way, here beyond the
bounds of memory, Time, grief, and thought? I do not know, only knowing a
certain vague, mysterious feeling, which might just be imagination. Now, I must
arise and walk: no sleep, here, as in the years gone by when I would lie down
among this warm grass to feel the peace that lives in such a place as this.

Existence Without End

This afternoon is hot, following the long hours of rain during the night, but there
is a lovely breeze as the Sun dries the Clover-filled grass where I sit resisting
the temptation to sleep, stretched out, warm.
For it is so beautifully warm, this Sun, taking away for a while the sadness of the
sleepless night when dreams and memories of Fran kept me, often weeping and
often silently hunched by the window, listening to the rain. No music of mine,
then, as I yearned to capture, to express, the almost despairing sadness of it all.
There were only words; only words such as these, and not for the first time I
gently envied those gifted with the talent of musical composition. But no words
can express what the sounds of numinous music can and sometimes have
expressed, and I was left to sigh and close my eyes to try and dream such
memories of happier days as have kept me alive as the days since her death
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turned first to a week and then to a month, no God to bring forth the comfort
and the love so desired, so needed in the bleakness of that, of this, long night.
But this Sun brings something, while it lasts - something strange: a quite quiet
remembrance of the joys and beauty of life when personal love lived to suffuse
us with both happiness and dreams - no death to tear us apart. Yet how many
times, how often and how stupidly, did I turn away from the sharing of such love
- from its value, its humanity, its goodness known only, valued only, felt only, with
its loss, with such a loss as this? Turned away from - for what? Some hard,
unforgiving, inhuman ideal. Turned away from - too many times these past thirty
years so that a storm now wells up inside me as the clouds of the night grew,
waiting to break in a tempest of tears. So stupid, the man that I was, and maybe
still am.
Swallows, sweeping low over the grass; a Honey-Bee, feeding, from the clover. A
small Fly, by my hand. All emanations of that flow of Life which lives, presenced
on this planet which is both a dwelling and a home. Someday I - all this, here:
the Fly, the Bee, the birds; the Clover - will be gone, as she is gone and as the
Cumulus clouds that now drift past the hill will be gone. Gone - to where?
Returned; continued; lost. changed... And what remains, of us? I do not know,
and can only suggest or presume.
Yet there is something, here; some feeling, burgeoning in Sun - of Life in its
essence; of consciousness, living, of compassion, love; droplets forming one
whole, one river flowing from one source to one end in one sea in one moment of
one Time. Thus, a brief smile, a knowing of moments where the I is at least lost
as it become lost in the happiness of such sharing as love makes. No God - but a
warmth of being flowing from one small beginning to one Cosmic existence
without end.
Yes - she is there; as I, the Bee, the Fly, the Clover, the Swallow, the rain, the
river, will be there, transformed, transmuted, one infinitesimal emanation of
Thought among so many where the Cosmos evolves to be, there, where Time
shall never end. Am I dreaming - or just listening to, feeling, the quiet soft
emanations of a Cosmos dreaming, breathing, seeing, being, existing in both the
sadness and the love?
Now, thinking ended, I can drift into that warm sleep that so often heals... And
then, for a moment, such peace it is as if the joy of death reached out to touch
me, claim me. Is this, then, what touches some in that their last moment of
decision? For it feels as if it is the dying which is easy - and the living which is,
which can be, which will be, hard, as the despair, the burdens remain to reclaim
them, me, us. But have I strength enough, dreams enough, hope enough to help
me here? Yes, perhaps I have again, for a while...
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Afternoon of 6th July, 2006 CE

Bright Purple Orchids

It is just over one month since I sat on this hill - then, it was also in the Sun of an
early Summer's morning, and only a few days after Francine had killed herself,
tormented as she was by despair, anguish and a deep self-deprecation. For I
called her Francine - and she liked it - since it seemed to capture something of
her quixotic, individual, nature which the names Frances and Fran did not really
express. Now, as in the past when she was alive, I find myself still saying to
myself - and sometimes out loud - "I love you Francine," as if it were some
mantra that might bring her back to life.
But, yet again, I am alone - here, where there are bright purple Orchids on the
lower slopes just above the tree-line and where, below, a Deer stood on the
narrow footpath, watching me approach until, apparently unafraid, it sauntered
off into the bushes growing by and beyond the stream that runs down through
that quite small wooded valley. Overhead - the resident Buzzard, calling. Around
- flies, starting their day as the warmth of the Sun increases to slowly dispel the
clinging mist that lingers cloud-like over the flat land between those not-toodistant hills.
The stark cry of a Woodpecker, as it flies, dipping, from tree to tree. The loud
Bumblebee, feeding on the many small flowers - blue, yellow, violet, red. The
many birds - whose personal names I do not and probably never shall know singing, in the many trees and bushes below, up from where there is a small
clearing, gently rising as the hill beyond, and in which clearing two chestnut
horses graze, half a mile or more from the nearest cottage whose white walls
and faded-red roof break the swathe of green which, furlong upon furlong,
reaches up to the very top of the hill, making my horizon: fields of pasture;
hedges bursting with English-summer green
The ferns, since my last visit, are fully open, and almost all stretched fully out,
and I sit on an old plastic bag, feeling the tragedy of Francine's death, and that I
should be crying far more than I am now. For the tears, hours upon hour, day
following day, has lessened, until - yesterday - I wept only once. So I feel guilty,
partly believing I should be mourning her far more. But Nature, here, is alive
and I have begun to sense again the flow of Life, sensing somehow and strangely
- and hoping it is not some delusion - that she, by her dying has given me this
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gift, this chance; these moments to reconnect myself with Life. A chance to
redeem and be redeemed, to feel the beauty and the goodness inherent in life
and to know, to deeply feel, the promise of human existence - as if she by her
living and her dying has not only freed herself from her own inner pain, anguish
and torment, but also finally, irretrievably, freed me from that lower part of
myself that still kept me in thrall, even sometimes during our relationship, to
abstractions, to a wayward questing after suffering-causing ideals.
So I am embodied, here, by my being, my thoughts, my feeling - as I sense she
is, and somehow alive if I feel this, if I remember this, her, if I change; if I make
her sacrifice worthwhile. For there is a depth not felt before; never quite
experienced like this before; a depth of feeling; a depth of being; a deep
connexion with Life, especially as it presences itself, here, around me, in me, on
this hill, site of an ancient hill-fort - as if the sadness and the sorrow and the
tragedy have been transformed, melded somehow with the quiet reverential joy
of being in such a beautiful, still numinous aspect of Nature, to form something
new, strange, far beyond words, bringing a definite knowing of myself, of my
failure, a knowing of humility never known before. Thus there is a letting-be; a
simple dwelling through sitting in silence and in peace, exhaling wordless and
wordfull words of love. Change, life, death - all around; all here, and one day I
also shall change as my beautiful Francine has changed. No fear, now; only that
knowing that knows the flow for the changing it is.
Yet do such feelings, such thoughts, demean her death? Or are they merely
some escape or delusion? I do not really know - I never probably will know for
certain - but I hope not, even as I know I might be mistaken, in this. But this is
all I have: this, the result of my month of effort, the month of tears - these slight
answers; these meagre answers; these so slight positive feelings, feelings which
may fade, which could fade, bringing back such anguish as caused so many
thoughts of bringing forward death. For over a month, a struggle to find
answers to the questions, the despair, which perplexed and often almost
overwhelmed me. Faith; prayer; redemption - seeking to believe; needing to
believe; desiring to pray, trying to pray. Trying again to find the answers in God;
in Christianity, in Buddhism, in Taoism, in Islam, and in and from many other
Ways.
But there is now, for me it seems, only the quiet sitting in places such as this;
only the answers of, the development of, The Numinous Way. Only the feeling of
being one connexion; only the yearning to presence the good, to cease to cause
suffering; to strive to keep that silence, that non-interference, which which may
well be the beginning of my own redemption and a move toward, back, to being
in balance with Nature, with the Cosmos, with myself - and with the Fran who
has gone, leaving me behind.
There is, here, only sky, trees, hill, and history - and no one to share such beauty,
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such warmth of Summer Sun. No one to lie beside and feel the yearning for that
short sleep which often overcomes us in a such heat as this. Instead - a small
brown spotted Butterfly passes; then, an even smaller one of browny-orange
with black spots on its wings, and then a larger white of black-tipped wings. So
many flowers to feed, upon - and the heat of the Sun has taken those almostannoying flies off, away, perhaps bushward into shade, leaving me free to rest in
my new strange sad-tragic-quiet-reverential-remorseful-joy while a small
Cumulus cloud in an otherwise cloudless sky drifts above, to my right, making
faces. A sad face; then of anger then of joy - until it, too, becomes almost
formless here in this flicker of Life which passes quickly upon one planet in one
Galaxy among a Cosmos, changing slowly, as it does.
So many flowers; and Grasshoppers, calling, in the longer grass, above where
three Crows caw, as they caw. So much Life, bursting, burgeoning, forth, to
mingle as I become mingled with a future and a past, one connexion among so
many where, ten feet away, the wind-shaped sapling of Oak, no taller than a
three Rabbits, hopping, curves gracefully out over lichen-covered rock

The Sun of Mid-September

A small black winged insect lands on my knee as I sit on the grass waiting, to
write - I do not know what this insect is, but it is slowly cleaning its long
antennae and then its wings which briefly catch the Sun and iridess. Such
complexity, in miniature - such life, living, as it lives.
It is just past mid-September and warm, very warm, with small Cumulus clouds
beneath a joyful sky of blue and I am awake, it seems, at last, from the daily
dream of the past six or more weeks when I sleep-walked through life to wake
only briefly, so briefly, to cry unexpected as when I two days ago walked one
narrow path where trees reared up, arching over as some cathedral isle, and
bright morning sunlight filtered and fractured to touch me, the ground, the life
that grew, seeping, around. I cried then such tears as saw me crouched,
hunched up, then kneeling - feeling the sorrowful tragedy of her loss, her dying:
of my mistakes. A sorrow which the wakeing-dreaming-sleep of those past weeks
kept me distant from as I, again and foolishly, meddled, wrote, postured, to keep
pain and experience away through a desire, a hope, to believe; through the
gestures and words of prayer; through articles written. For I had felt again that I
knew; that I had words to issue forth - some role again to help me live and keep
such life as mine alive beyond that tragedy of self-inflicted death.
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Such tears began to break such illusion, such wakeing-dreams, down. Now - so
green this grass, so warm this Sun of mid-September that I cannot sleep or hold
this role any longer. There is, can be, nothing but the flow of life which I as one
living being cannot hope to contain, constrain, for I am, in being, no-one and
nothing; only one fleeting flicker of life as that insect, living, flickers briefly to
fly away lost to sight under Sun.
There are images, of Space, to remember: one nexion, here, sitting upon grass,
among the billions presenced here on one planet orbiting one star in one Galaxy
among billions. So many, so many - that I am become again what I am, was, one
fallen leaf drifting, flowing down one stream in one field in one land on this one
planet among so many. I have no power to really change what-is, what-was; no
power of bringing-into-being; no power to even really know; only living,
breathing, dying.
So there is a smile, fine words flowing of knowing not to cause suffering again words written before this failure, born from weakness. For I know my failure,
here, these past weeks - no excuse, not even that wordless, strong, desire to live
beyond the grief, beyond the nothingness without her, beyond the faith that
clung to life, hoping for redemption in a total loyal submission to the one God
beyond all gods. Such loyalty is troubling, still... But it is the warmth of Sun, the
green of grass, that brings me back, for there is only the brief touching of such
beauty as we can find, discover, know; only the thin, faint, hope to somehow
bear and carry this to others - to pass the numinous knowing on so that
someone, somewhere, somewhen can transcend, themselves, feeling the living
matrix, beyond, where in ending we merge, again, one being-become.
All else is insufficient, illusion, delusion, for there is what there is. Yet I am
weak, worn out from experience, loss upon loss, mistake following mistake, so
there is, shall be, can be, only a living from moment to moment; no plans to
follow then deny; no aims to strive or hope for.
The Swallows of Summer have gone, and I smile as I run my hand through the
warming, growing, grass in this field where the breeze does not move the acorn
as it falls, tree to ground, here by the pond set and drying below leaf-shedding
Willow. My tears can never fill this - and it might be good to die now, in this
peaceful warmth as the Craneflies rise to stumble to briefly live before life
leaves them without a knowing such as this.
So, there is now only the living of existence; only the quiet slow semi-joyful
waiting for this life to slowly, quickly, painless or with pain, dimly end to be
returned, perchance transformed. Only being, beyond desire: one cloud but
briefly passing making many faces under Sun...
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September 2006 CE

Between Dishonour and Desire

The clouded sky of most of the daylight hours has given way at last to breaks of
blue, and - another day's work over - I sit by the window that overlooks the hills
beyond where trees begin that turning of colour which so marks the downward
part of an English Autumn - and my very being is moved as there plays within
this room Bach's so numinous Aria Ich habe genug.
Thus does beauty live, again, and somewhere, here: as if I reaching out can
almost touch its very being as one might reach to touch one's nearby gentle
loving lover. But: there is instead only that ache, that sighing, that knowing of a
loneliness, clinging - kept small, undepressing, by only memories of so many
times, pastly shared, which in their dwelling bring some solace, as out beyond
such a presencing of beauty here we still in our, in this, moment feel so many
people of this world subsumed in folly, lostness: hubris hiding compassion, a
personal love hiding somewhere between dishonour and desire.
Yet, and yet - we have to hope; to cling to such a wistful dream of ours as the
early mist of yesterday's sun-full morning clung to the meadow fields of the
Farm as I alone walked among the trees, by hedges, while the light of Dawn
broke to reveal a clear sky which sucked away that mist from dewy ground,
mist-fully rising only feet, only a few feet, above where the tops of the still
growing grass, now only sparsely flowered, gave way to the still cold air seeping
up toward the horizon of my dreaming brightening so slowly warming sky.
Thus are there tears as one man's so small being seeks a Cosmos where belief
knows, learns, cares and yet still so honourably desires. But this is not, yet, that
death where one might so easily so peacefully pass to that which awaits, beyond
- for there seems, feels, so much more living still to do; so many more spaces of
causal Time to so drearily fill with ordinary life until we again can be taken away
by such sublime perfection of another numinous moment such as this...
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Crouched Up Over Muddied Earth

Who is there to hear the words of remorse, to see, feel, such tears of anguish as
bring me down, crouched up over muddied earth? Who - if there is no God, no
Saviour, no Heaven, Paradise, and no personal life beyond that ending which is
death?
Who hears? Who can forgive? She who could, might, is gone, dead, lost to me
and to life, and here - on this wooded hillside where the strong breeze creeks
trees and fastly scutters cloud - there is only a faint hope: dim, as the dimness
on the far horizon where the Sun is still nearly one whole hour from rising. It
would be good to believe - as I tend to believe, as I tend to hope - that the Life,
the living-beings, here can and do hear, and can and could respond. But I am
only one being, one human, for them - tree, bird, deer, rabbit, the very hill itself to be wary of as they, each in their life in their own way, are wary, and even the
two Ravens, prukking as they skim the trees above, are only Ravens. No omens,
there. So there seems only fantasy while I whisper, slowly, to the life that lives
here. No answers; no answers: only the breeze bringing darker clouds, and rain.
Here, among brambles, I sit where the fallen leaves of Oak, Ash, have covered
the grass, and the breeze no longer carries the sound of a distant traffic-filled
road. For it is Sunday, and still, with only this human who stirs in the gibboning
gloom of Dawn on a Winter's day warm for the time of year. Soon, there will be
weariness to take me back along the muddied path that seeps over hill - no one
to meet, walking, while such earlyness lasts. And it is good, this solitary silence once, a few times, I have, being late, seen strangers approaching, and shyly,
wary like an animal, have crept away into woods, or beyond some hedge,
keeping thus my own strange company: no human words to break the bleakness
or the slight joyness of mood.

So there is a kind of living, a kind of thinking, for me - seven months beyond her
death, with no religious faith, belief, to bring me company. Thus, I am alone,
again. And yet, there is this, this being-here, where the rain washes away the
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tears that some leaves briefly held after they fell as they fell from one man,
anguished in one moment of one walk on one day one warmish Winter. No bright
Sun, today, rising over hill: although somehow, for some reason, there comes
that slow muted joy to bring a slight brief smile - for there is Life, around,
beings living as they live; one future, one present, to connect one consciousness
since I am a living in illusion.
So brief, the insight, and I am become again one man ambling toward old age,
slowly climbing with my Ash walking-stick the steep slope of a hill. Soon, there
will be tea, toast, a seat by the window, as the rain of dull day beats down,
again. So brief, that insight: but sufficient as often to keep me dreaming,
replete, for many hours, today...

December 2006 CE

The Matter With Death

The matter with death is that the flow of Life goes on, and we are just gone;
simply gone from one planet orbiting one star in one galaxy among a universe of
galaxies.
No trains in the distant valley would stop...
Only the cold day in Winter
Might change
Just a little
When the sun shines into blue
And white whisps of cirrus
Gather to briefly signal the change

We just do not matter as much as we sometimes - often - believe or would like to
believe, and all that we can hope for, perhaps, is that someone or some many
may remember us, or that some compassionate deed of ours, some Presencing
of The Numinous we had the fortune to presence in our life, may aid or help or
have helped or aided some others in some way to live as we in the moments of
our dying perhaps felt, remembered, we should have: born along by such
nobility of personal love gently shared as made us reach out to where all our
hopes and every Paradise, past-present-future, were born bringing such comfort
and such beauty, such a wordless sense of goodness, that we in such moments
became as happy children, again; there where no conflict touched us, no doubts
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assailed us, no hunger drained us, and no threats came to threaten or restrain.
There was only the warming Sun as that morning when two new
lovers, newly-born, betook themselves out to where a white sandy
beach met with sea and where they swam swam together until
tiredness came to bring them back to shore: no world beyond their
world, there. Footprints soon washed away, by waveful sea.
So Life as Nature so presenced, here, will flow on: past our passing. To smooth
out with durations of centuries our mistakes, our worries, doubts and fears, and
such interference as perhaps so kept us once suffused with a passion and
sometimes manipulation and lies, born from bloated self-importance and the
delusive ideation of individual Change.
For there is no destiny that comes to shake, mould, preen and make us: only the
flow that carries us while we with our illusion of self so lasts. All we are, are
moments, passing: as the falling leaf of Autumn falls, having lost its Springful
green, no one there to blame.
We just do not matter as we hope, believe, or would like to believe, we do: for
there is no you or I or we to hold us here. Only one Life, presenced, here and
growing, flowing - one Earth turning where one Sun lights one small part of our
greater cosmic dark.

August 2011 CE

One More Foolish Failure

I am such a fool; such a failure, in evolutionary terms, in the perspective of the
Cosmos. Here I am, entering the sixth decade of my life, having spent the last
forty years seeking experience and wisdom and having, in that time, made so
many errors, mistakes, and been the cause of much suffering, personal and
otherwise.
How then can I be deemed wise? How - when I have leant, from sorrowful
experience, from my own pathei-mathos, from the personal tragedy of the dying
and the death of two loved ones, and yet have always always, until now, returned
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to pursuing suffering-causing abstractions and unethical goals?
There is no excuse for this failure of mine, year following year - although of
course I have always made excuses for myself, as failures often do. Wordy,
moral-sounding, inexcusable excuses almost always of the unethical "the end
justifies the means" kind.
No excuses - because from sorrow, from personal tragedy, I felt, dis-covered, the
unethical nature of all abstractions, be they deemed political, religious, or
social. And yet I always seemed, until a month ago, to gravitate back toward
them, as if there was some basic flaw in my personal nature, my character, that
allowed or even caused such a return, such a stupid forgetting of lessons learnt;
as if I was in truth an addict, addicted to challenges, to strife, to violent change,
because such challenges, such strife, such violence brought or seemed to bring
a vivifying existence, a sense of belonging, of being alive - and yes, a feeling of
being different, special, in the sense of believing that one is able to make a
difference, to the world.
Thus, I have been human - all too human, far too human; caught, trapped, by
that egotism, that bloated self-esteem, that has blighted our species for
centuries, for millennia, and made us place some goal, some idealism, some
ideal, some abstraction, before empathy, before compassion, before our
evolution into higher beings.

In addition, for a long time, I desired, yearned with all my being, with a
sorrowful passion, to believe again in God, in Allah, Ar-Rahman, Ar-Raheem,
As-Salaam - who thus could forgive, redeem, and guide, and from whom there
might, could be, redemption and thus catharsis, and who thus could take away
those doubts about myself, my actions, that never, ever, left me when I returned
to the foray, to the pursuit of some inhuman suffering-causing abstraction or
other.
Only in moments during all these years - these long, these too-long, four years did my being reach out again to the Cosmos, my bloated all-too-human
self-esteem punctured, brought down to Earth, by some incident, or some
intimation of the divine, of The Numen; as when I chanced to listen, to hear, to
feel, In timorie Dei from Répons Matines pour la fête de saint Bernard, and
knew again as if for the first time the essence of one allegory, the suffering, the
hopes, the errors, the potentiality, of human beings, century upon century bringing thus a profusion of tears so that moisture fell from my eyes to moisten
my beard as, outside my room, the modern world flowed as it flowed, replete
with noise and ego... Or as when I out walking along some Promenade by some
sea caught the smile, the very essence, of a women, youthful, who passed me by
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in warming Sun and whom I in that one transcended moment seemed to become
with all her happiness, sadness, hopes, memories and living: such an intimation
of goodness, there, nascent, ready and willing to spring forth when a trusting
love caught her, again. Or as when I sat in Sun to watch a young family, in some
town Park, playing as such young fathers, mothers, often played with their
children less than a decade in their living.
Or as when I watched from a boat the Sun set over a calm almost wave-free Sea,
the red disk descending, larger, slowfully, there where sea horizon cut the
darkening of Earth's sky to cause such a profusion of changing colour that one
was calmed, again, in those moments; stilled and almost awed as one watched,
felt, such beauty, presenced on such a home as this.
But only in moments, during all those years.....
Perhaps all religions were, in their genesis, an answer to such stubborn foolish
human forgetfulness that brought me down, for all those years; and - in their
development - an aid to remembering what we so easily forget, what I so easily
forgot, except in such transient moments; an aid, a means, by their rites, of
presencing for us, in our ordinary, daily, lives, some intimation of the divine, of
what we might, could, should be, when we cease because of egotism to forget,
when we remember the suffering of others and especially the suffering that we
ourselves have caused, and thus acquire or develope the dignity of humility that
we human beings so desperately need, and always have needed.
Perhaps - until, that is, those religious ways lost or obscured, the numen, the
numinous, in, by and through abstractions, dogma, by requiring the certainty of
a certain belief, or by changing their ancient rites in some vain unnecessary
temporal effort to be "modern and relevant".
I tried; I did try, for years - to return to such ways, such religious answers;
needing them - hoping to find in and though them and their rites that constant
remembrance, that constant presencing, of the numinous that I felt, knew,
understood, would keep me a better, more enlightened, more empathic, and
compassionate, person, mindful through humility of my own errors, arrogance,
and mistakes.
But it did not work, for me - except in moments; far too few moments. For
always there were deep feelings of there being something missing in their rites;
of there being something just too abstract, too un-numinous, in their
requirement that one accepts certain beliefs and dogma. As if the pure
numinous essence has somehow by some means and over time been lost, or
might not have been fully there even in their genesis.
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Perhaps, possibly, probably - this is just my all-too-human arrogance re-asserting
itself, yet again. My presumption, my illusion, of knowing, born from some
all-too-human desire. But the stark simple truth was that such accepted,
conventional, religious means did not work for me - or no longer worked for me.
No longer presenced the numen, for me; no longer enabled me to rise, to go,
beyond my selfish, foolish, error-prone self, to where the essence of empathy
and compassion and the numen itself seemed to live, far beyond our temporal
world of selfish suffering-causing human beings.
Thus did I slowly, sometimes painfully, from my pathei-mathos, construct for
myself, over years, my own Way.
But even this Numinous Way of mine seems incomplete, as it is only my own
uncertain and possibly quite feeble answer. For even now I seem to have no
means, in and through this Way of mine, to presence the Numen, on a regular
temporal basis to remind myself of the mistakes of my past, to feel again the
living numinous Cosmos beyond that often mundane world which has now
become the place of my daily living.
Thus is there the same old haunting question - of how long will it be before I in
my addiction forget The Numen, yet again, and so return to the sufferingcausing habits of so many previous years?
For now, I can only hope against hope that I have strength enough, memories
enough, humility enough, to keep me where I know I should belong: infused,
suffused, with the world of the numinous, enabling thus such an empathic living
as can make us and keep us as ethical, compassionate, human beings; one sign
toward the higher human type we surely have the potential to become.

2455272.759

Sit Lux, et Facta est Lux
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Here - as echoes in the disquiparancy of my mind - one recording of one
performance by a harpist of such soundful beauty so numinously played that I
cannot but help recall the sublimity of Life; and the why how where of such
musick presenced as it moves us to be, to seek, beyond our selfish so often
self-absorbed desire-enmeshed selves.
So reminded to recall through feeling images far beyond my broken fallible
Thought, that it echoes still hours beyond while one causal form of Life walked
where blue skies warm and sands and Sea greeted such humans as brought
forth a silent Light beyond the light that day.
So I am become, became, all the flow of timeful past, future, present: nothing of
that stupid-me remains to so despoil the scene where young children, free of
future forms as yet undreamed unborn, lived as they lived in such Spaces as
became, made, began to shape, them. No Time, feeling for, or recollection, there
of how past three score years or more they may with dimming Light recall those
who guard them now. But, by then they our parents may well be gone - images
fading, framed perhaps, to recall in better perfection than memory he, she, who
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presenced us with this sublimity wrongly squeezed within this one word Life and
who surely must and so often have placed us in our beginning times, first, often
at so much cost to they themselves.

Such moments of such tears, as I remembering. And yet am I - you we - born for
such as this? For such beauty as, so presenced, brings us here: here where sand,
Sea, Sun meld with impermanence of self to breed such rememberings far
beyond our selfish so self-absorbed desire-enmeshed silly stupid self.
That remembering for instance of such a love as moved us physically in its first
meeting when we, the growing young, were enchanted, enthused, sometimes
shaking, but where there were no difficulties, no obstacles, to still nor hold our
passion back, and that passion of such a youthful love bade us run run run
wide-eyed with psyche flailing to greet her there when she returned and we did
not mind nor hear how others stared... Nor see that one, there, who smiled in
silent Light far beyond that light that day.

Become - all the hope the love the tragic pain, so much so that I have to sit
myself here, down to greet to meet the warmful sand. For I am, was, only this only this, so meekly weekly captured in such words while Sun with seat-bearing
heat drips beads to mingle with sea-salt tears: no clouds to pass below my dome
of blue, sky and surf all from a Cosmos fallen, here where the child wobbly now
running falls to splash in high-pitched laughter into foam of Sea, and I so sadly
have no God to bring forth in hopeful protection against that adult life that so
awaits. Nor hope of Heaven to redress by life beyond unfairness, sorrow, the still
awaiting growth of pain. So that the Cosmos becomes only this, only this so
meekly presenced here as one life so fragile in its childful growing: so full as yet
of promise which Thought, Abstractions, Others, cannot yet discover nor as yet
dishonour.

Such moments of such tears, remembering. And I am nothing - truely nothing
but one so fleeting emanation of one mere ethos that as surf on sand is there
and then is gone: one effect affecting so little yet born and borne of so many a
tangled spawnful spawn. Moon beyond Sea and Sun as one Galaxy is of just one
Cosmos borne.

For in truth we are, become, presenced for such as this - that one human
dreaming Light beyond light can by such a form as musick form such gifts as
bring such remembering as is the very quintessence of this our fleeting fragile
life.
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19 April 2011 CE

Image credit - NASA HST Orion Nebulae
Music credit - Áine (solo set, London March 2011 CE)

Three Minor Missives

A Time To Reflect
A time to reflect as I – tired from long days of manual work – sit in the garden
watching the clouds clear to bring some warm Sun on this windy day of a
coldish wind. On the horizon to the South: Cumulus clouds billowing up to
herald more showers, and I, for a moment as a child again, watch a few
cloud-faces change to disperse; as if the clouds are for that moment, just that
one moment, a memory of a person who lived, once, on this Earth: reaching out
to be remembered as they the cloud move as they are moved in their so-brief
and new existence.
The hedgerows are greening; the branches of trees coming into leaf, and life is
renewed while I wait for the Swallows to return, here, to this Farm. This is Life:
in its purest truth devoid of the empathy-destroying, suffering-causing,
abstractions that we humans have manufactured to blight this planet and so
grievously injure our fecund still beautiful but now suffering Mother Earth who
gives us, and who gave us, life.
The brief warm Sun renews as it almost always does for me, and so – for this
moment, this one moment – I am happy, again; feeling the measure of Meaning,
of happiness, of joy itself; which is in a simple just-being, sans abstractions, sans
thought, and beyond the dependency of, the addiction to, anger…..
Here – the child, again; free to watch the bee bumble from flower to flower; free
to feel a certain playful awe. Here, the concern with only what is seen, touched,
known, smelt, in the immediacy of dwelling.
There should be nothing more; nothing to wreck such simple being; nothing to
bring the-suffering. But I, we, are stupid, weak, vain, addicted – and so in our
failing repeat and repeat and repeat the same mistakes, and so cause and
maintain the pain of our, of their, of other, suffering. Mea Culpa; Mea Culpa;
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Mea Maxima Culpa…
April 11th 2007

The Joy-bringing Sky-blue
A wonderfully warm and sunny day with no clouds to cover the joy-bringing
sky-blue. The Sun was warm even as it ascended, early, while I cycled rural
lanes almost totally devoid of traffic because of being Sunday, and early. So
pleasing, this simple joy of an English morning in late late Summer when I –
tired from hours of work yesterday – leant against a fence to just-be in each
slowly passing moment. Such peace, as if the measure of life was at last not only
known but felt, lived, loved, when no human-made noise intrudes and one feels
the strength, the giving, of the Sun; feels the growing that is in the fields, trees,
bush, hedge, as if they are all – as they are – connected, parts of one living,
growing, presence; one living-being, breathing… So much, so much so simply
known and felt as warmth and the natural silence brings a sleepy calm and there
is the brief-sleep of lying in warming welcoming grass before one awakes to feel
all living-life knowing thus human-caused suffering for the blight, the stupidity,
that it is.
To be, to let-be, to leave-alone is it seems an answer – and so I am slowly, so
slowly, returned to my dwelling where now, three hours later, I sit on the grass
in the garden feeling knowing my weakness of months years decades past.
So I am haunted, here and again, where again the Swallows gather as they
gather at this time of year: chirping to each other and preparing in some weeks
to leave. Thus do they skim the fields, catching, eating, their food as the cycle of
natural life upwardly repeats and a cooling breeze dims a little of the humid
heat of the day, here in a greening part of a still-living England.
Haunted, here and again – amid such joyful growing warmth – with, by, because
of, her death; with by, because of, the multiplicity of my multitudes of sufferingcausing and so stupid mistakes…
3rd of August 2006

Five Fields To The North
Yesterday I sat by the narrow shallow stream five fields to the north of this
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farmhouse and saw there – for the first time – a newt, among the small fish, the
Waterboatmen, the diving beetles, and the other stream life. This was where,
some years earlier, I had sat for nearly an hour – pleased then with myself and
my world of abstractions – until started by a Stoat who seemed to effortlessly
egress from the opposite hedge to so quickly swim or somehow cross the stream
to so swiftly regain the cover of one more living growing nearby hedge.
No breeze, yesterday – only the warm warm air of late Spring as the Sun
became filtered through high Cirrus cloud. No one – no humans – anywhere I
could hear, see, smell; no sounds from the machines of Homo Hubris. So, life
seemed, there, then, as it should be – as flies made the noises flies make as they
fly free in warmth; as the birds in bush, hedge, tree, sang as they sing in the
days of a late English Spring.
This is how life is – how it should be, as it can be, for us; but we have lost the
slow silence of rurally dwelling slowly peaceful connected by empathy; as I lost
this connexion by the so many stupid years of my immoral striving for
abstractions…
There, yesterday, there lived again for me that connexion by such sitting amid
such silence in such a warming Sun: brought perhaps, at the cost of Fran’s, and
other people’s, life.

April 2007

Bright Berries, One Winter
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Winter, three days before that celebration that marks a certain birth.
" Et hoc vobis signum: Inveniétis infántem pannis involútum, et pósitum in præsépio.
Et súbito facta est cum Angelo multitúdo milítiæ cæléstis, laudántium Deum, et dicéntium:
Glória in altíssimis Deo, et in terra pax homíinibus bonæ voluntátis .

"

Outside, snow, and a cold wind below a clouded sky - and, there, that partly
snow-covered bush of bright berries which hungry Thrushes eat to perhaps keep
themselves alive. So many Thrushes, in one place: nine, eleven, gathering on the
bare if snowy branches of a nearby taller tree, to descend down to feed, three,
five, four, at a time.
Inside, musick - reproduced by some modern means. Musick over five centuries
old, bringing such a strange melding of feeling, dreams, memory, and thought.
Musick, by Dunstable - Preco preheminencie, perhaps one of the most beautiful
pieces ever written, bringing thus deep personal feelings.
Now, I cannot seem to help the tears that seep slowly forth (again) from closing
eyes, as - far beyond such bounds as causal Time keeps us moving - I am replete,
overflowed by memories from such lifeful strange lives as have lived me, here:
... there, as she my Sue lay so softly breathing in her bed, my hand to
her hand, to watch her sleep to seep hour-long-slowly there past the
ending of her life...
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There, as another love from another life that lived me ran, freshly
seeping forth from train, along that crowded platform to leap to
welcoming arms while people stared, some smiling, and the warmth of
bodies touching announced the ending of our exile, of that month of
her travelling...
There, one monk - with such profusion of faith as so infused me
then - who knelt, kneels, after Compline in that lovely Chapel before
carved centuries-old statue of the BVM, feeling such peace as led me
back in such respectful reposeful silence to that my cell to sleep
dreamless, content...
Before other lives came to so sadly betake that boyish man away,
back to his addiction to such suffering-causing abstractions as would,
decades, later, almost break him as she - my Frances of eighteen
months together - so then suffused with such tragic fullsome sadnessregret-despair that her slim delicate fingers, no longer to tenderly
warmly touch her lover's face, became transformed: a means to betake
her, alone lonely, past the ending of her life after I had so selfishly left
her that one MayMorn...
So many tears, each some memory seeping sadly joyfully poignantly forth even
as so many wait, waiting, ready to heave forth; dormant, seeds needing to bring
hence new life as each new Spring becomes some youthful ageing deedful
wordful presencing of this one life which is my life until such Time as this
emanation also passes beyond that fated Ending who lies in wait to take us all.
Thus am I humbled, once more, by such knowing feeling of the burden
made from my so heavy past; so many errors, mistakes. So many to humble me
here, now, by such profusion as becomes prehension of centuries past and
passing, bringing as such a passing does such gifts of they now long beyond
life's ending who crafted from faith, feeling, experience, living, love, those so
rich presents replete with meaning; presenting thus to us if only for a moment fleeting as Thrush there feeding - that knowing of ourselves as beings who by
empathy, life, gifts, and love, can cease to be some cause of suffering.
For no longer is there such a need - never was there such a need - to cause such
suffering as we, especially I, have caused. For are not we thinking thoughtful
beings - possessed of the numinous will to love?
But my words, my words - so unlike such musick - fail: such finite insubstantial
things; such a weak conduit for that flowing of wordless feeling that, as such
musick, betakes us far out beyond our causal selves to where we are, can be,
should be, must be, the non-interfering beauty of a moment; a sublime life
seeking only to so gently express that so gentle love that so much faith has
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sometimes so vainly so tried to capture, express, and manifest; as when that
boyish man as monk past Compline knelt in gentleness to feel to become such
peace, such a human happiness, as so many others have felt centuries past and
present, one moment flowing so numinously to another.
No need, no Time - before this one weakful emanation ends, in ending - to
berate, condemn, such love, need and faith as may betake so many in just three
days to celebrate such birth as touched, touches, them, and others still. So much
good, gentleness, there, and from; and so much suffering, caused, while the
centuries past, leeching, meshed one suffering to another.
Does the numinous, presencing, there, now outweigh such suffering, caused - as
I, my past, might must outweigh what wordful presents Fate begifts me, now?
I do not know: only see the emanations, nexing, melding: a bush of berries to
keep life alive through Winter. Our choice, our need - here, now; as the Thrushes
there have no choice, now, as mid-Winter came to bleaken with snowy cold that
world that is their world.
For it is for us, surely, to treasure such gifts, given - to feel then be the gift,
given.

22 December 2010 CE

Image Credit: St Edward's, Shropshire (a painting by Richard Moult)

I Am So Undone

I am so undone. For there flows within me such memories of personal deeds
past as there becomes entwined the suffering that so blights us, we humans,
century following century when passion exceeds our desire of control bringing
thus the death of, and the pain inflicted upon, another. Life to life, and death to
death.
I am so undone by her smile as she so supinely lays in almost sleep beside me
and her naked body hid no shred of shame so that there were tears burgeoning
as I in that darkful night of silence moved so gently to kiss her fullsome still
rouged lips while somewhere exterior to such beauty some man upon our world
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lunged somewhere in such a furied hate as made a kill of one more human life to
severe thus, if only for one instant, that so shared bliss that we two human
beings here now so share in this our moving loving of two human lives where
such a meshing bliss makes our so human understanding.
So, I am so undone by this my knowful feeling of such intimations as blights this
world with blood and that so painful suffering of another, of how so many others,
so many others – gushing forth from victims killed, raped, tortured, humiliated
and profaned, when human passion exceeds desire of control bringing back thus
the barbarian who always always seems to lie in wait, within.
But now – such a gentle moving passion to seal lips to lips as bodies move to
mesh to sweat and a bright moon full within a domeful field of stars seeps light
to this our room shared for two nights only and sea but two hundred yards in
distance by stormful wind brings musick to mesh our souls in synchronicity of
bliss.
Is there hope, here? Here, where musick from some recording plays and I in
tears become such centuries of knowing as brings that desire to so control and
so remember myself and those so many others who by such uncontrolled passion
have so much in so many ways transgressed.
Thus, is there culture, here? Such culture as could as might bring such
remembering as so disables me, here, now in this my moment of living? Here –
where tears fall as then they did that one stormful night of rain stormy upon
such a roof as made such loudful sounds to keep we two then still, content,
happy, while freedom of such a storm lasted?
Is there that culture, here? Such culture as might bring such remembering as
might make some others be-still and stop so that in that moment of such
stillness, of their stopping that night, one person so stopped became released
from so inflicting pain and suffering, and thus became one more coupled part of
a couple bursting forth into being to share such bliss as we, she, share here in
this our moonful night of sharing?
If only; if only. If only. For this is all that I am, all I have become, so that this is
all I – we – are, here such that we remain so undone.
Yet is this memory enough – culture, musick - enough to so stop such future
suffering, now? And just how are we here to know?
Thus it is that I here remain so undone in this my moment of knowing.
January 2011 CE
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This Flow of Feelings

The truth is that I am not able to contain, restrain, the sorrow, the sadness felt
through this knowing of my multitudinous mistakes. Unable: and so I am
become, am now, only a flowing of moments remembered with such a ferocity of
engagement that I am there, reborn, again:
There... to smell, to feel, the sultry freshness of warm Spring morning
when off I cycled to work some twelve miles distant and she, first wife,
was left to cry in loneliness, alone: no ending to that argument the
dark night before as I in selfish concentration enjoyed the greening
grass of vergeful country lanes, the birdful treeful songs, passing as
they passed while the clouds above that brought the heavy warming
rain depart. So glad then to be alone again among and cycling such
peaceful Shropshire lanes...
Only now - only now - knowing feeling how I should have returned to clasp her
in my arms and be the love she then so needed. To late this seeing far beyond
such selfish self as kept me then so blind.
The truth of there, again:
There... where the warmth of English Summer took to us seat
ourselves in picnic beside the river Avon flowing as it flowed through
rural counties. You - new wife, for our family living; while I - for
ideations that I carried in the silly headpiece of my head, so that I with
misplaced stupid passion could only talk of strife, somewhere. You,
breathing hope as the very breeze breathed such warmth as kept us
slim of clothes...
And only now - only now - knowing feeling how I should have embraced you
there to return in sameness the gentle love so freely given for years until my
selfish self so self-absorbed rightly broke your patience down. Far too late now
my seeing far beyond such selfish self as kept me then so subsumed with
ideations.
The truth I am reborn there, again:
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There... where Fran stood beside her whiteful door as morning broke
that late Spring day when I with firm resolve turned to take myself
away: no doubt, no love, to still such hurt as walked me then. No
empathy from sadful eyes to turn me back to try to try to try in love
again. Instead - only such selfish hope as moved me far to meadow
fields of farm where warm Sun kept me still, and smiling, while she
remained bereft abandoned to lay herself down until her breath of life
left her: no hand, no love, of mine to save her there where she died
silent, slow, in loneliness alone...
Only now - only now - knowing feeling so intensely how I should have stayed:
love before all excuses.
Thus, such a flow of such demeaning memories as make my present no
presentiment of so many pasts: so much unforgivable, unliveable now - that I
become my tears of failing to hope to sleep to dream to still this flow of feelings.
But there is no present - only moments with which to mesmerise myself, as when
the Blackbird beyond this window sings and I am there, there again on meadowfields of farm where work and living kept me safe, secluded, for five full years
and more. Such peace, such hope, until death of Fran came to claim me for the
failure that made me who and what I was and am.

For the truth is of failure; my failure of so many years and decades past. To
fail to simply love to dream to hope as they my loves so loved in dreamful hope
as kept them made them far better beings than I in insolent pride ever was or
even now could ever hope or dream to be. No faith, no deity, no sacrament of
absolution now to charm away, explain, redeem such a feckless selfish failure.
Only more remorseful days - and darkful nights - alone that bear some winsome
hope of words as this in weaksome recompense for wreakful storm I was upon
those lives when I, dark tempest, tore their fragile human hopes asunder.
To die, here now, is easy: one example from far too many, with nothing here for
needful Pride to gorge myself upon, again. Only such a flow of such demeaning
memories as make my present no excuse for the stupid arrogance of such a
prideful past. Only a hope for this example to void for one - some others - such
ideation as kept and made me slave; one unreligious allegory for perchance not
so many. Since
If you came this way,
Taking any route, starting from anywhere,
At any time or at any season,
It would always be the same
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I am no exception. So, perhaps, five thousand years remain before our species whimpering after such bouleversements as still befits us now - fails, to fall, to
perish, to be replaced: unless we change. But how?
The truth is, I have no answers. I only live other than I have lived, in empyrean
hope of abatement of suffering, somewhere, somehow: and knowing a shared,
loyal, love for the beautiful, the numinous, truth it is.

March 2011 CE

Were I To Die, Now
Were I to die here tonight, tomorrow, you would remain as you must to presence
in such music – in such new Art, such new life and love as you share now and
will share with others – what it is that you and I and others of our often
mis-understood kind, feel, know, understand, and which makes us who we are,
almost another species lost in the times that are our living.
Now, I hear such musick as dreams me – and I am again drifting along the Isis
one Summer day with my loved one beside me, when poignancy of our departing
is as yet another night away and the voices of those hateful ones who might part
us if they knew of our love, our joining, are stilled, at least for now while the
warm English Sun lasts and our bottle of Champagne is not quite empty…
And then, I am there also beside Fran, my love, that last morning of her life in
May when she looked so lost, so lost, so haunted with suffering, so needful in
her unspoken agony – and all I could do was maintain my selfish resolve and
walk away to embark upon that train whose First Class carriage claimed me in
comfort and whose provided breakfast I in my then needful material satiation so
eagerly enjoyed…
And I am there that night when in subdued lampful darkness Sue breathed her
last as I sat beside her and held her then still warmful hand.
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What are such opinions of me by others, after this?
My past lives in such music of yours – such musick of your present, and future.
As you yourself with your musical genius and your numinous creations live in
that future which I in my time of departing will never see and share with such a
causal being and forms as so constrain and still retain me here, at least for now.
But of course, there is no you or I to separate or to make such distinctions, and
it is this which is the secret which you perhaps have for so long saught, so that
even if we two do not ever again meet in this, our separation of earthful being
and at some point of intersecting causal Time, it does not and will not matter,
except to that which still so keeps here and which in so many ways is still so
important and so necessary to the type of beings we are and will be for so many
Aeons, replete as we are with such human feelings and failings as make and
keep us human.
So there is this mystery of such necessity of feeling even while we often so
desire there was not. To know this, to feel this – to live this – mystery is what we
are, and will be, for so many Aeons, and cannot for now escape from, however
much such desire for escape snakes itself around us so that often we feel
compressed, throttled, by such desiring of Life when in truth it is ground of our
necessary human dwelling.
Thus, there is no mystery of succession, one Gnostic to another, as perhaps you
once believed – no sayings; no secret teachings to reveal; no hidden
manuscripts. Only this – of such connexions between us as such music, such Art,
as you make and such memories, such deeds, as have made my past. No you and
I to cloud each others judgements by frequency of spoken words.
Entwined thus by connexions we few in our beginning journey only so dimly see.
Thus is there Wyrd far beyond the singular individual fate we two once in far
more youthful times so believed in and adored.
We become, we are, each intimation of The Divine that so enthrals us, still – so
that our pasts become presenced in our future and our future in our shared
pasts: for so long as we hold fast to that love which dreams us, beckoning in
such sadness, strength, ecstasy, and hope as melds us to those beyond our
selves. Their dreams our dreams; their hurt our hurt; their joy our joy; their life
our life. And one lifetime here is never ever long enough… Which is why there is
the you beyond the I that is this me.
February 2011 CE
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Dark Clouds of Thunder

The moment of sublime knowing
As clouds part above the Bay
And the heat of Summer dries the spots of rain
Still falling:
I am, here, now, where dark clouds of thunder
Have given way to blue
Such that the tide, turning,
Begins to break my vow of distance
Down.
A women, there, whose dog, disobeying,
Splashes sea with sand until new interest
Takes him where
This bearded man of greying hair
No longer reeks
With sadness.
Instead:
The smile of joy when Sun of Summer
Presents again this Paradise of Earth
For I am only tears, falling
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